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 Liquor licensing restrictions to 
address alcohol-related 
violence in NSW: 2008 to 2014  
by Lenny Roth 
 

1. Introduction  

The issue of alcohol-related violence, and in particular 
violence occurring in and around licensed premises, has been 
at the forefront of debate in NSW for several years. A range of 
measures have been introduced to tackle this problem, 
including those announced by Premier O’Farrell on 21 
January 2014. Restrictions imposed on licensed premises 
under existing and new provisions of the Liquor Act 2007 
have been a major part of the reforms.1 This e-brief outlines 
the main liquor licensing restrictions that have been 
introduced since 2008.2 It also refers to studies that have 
been done on the effectiveness of certain restrictions, and it 
examines trends in alcohol-related assaults.  

2. Restrictions in Newcastle (2008)  

In July 2007, NSW Police lodged a complaint with the Liquor 
Administration Board against four licensed premises in the 
Newcastle CBD. The Director of the Office of Liquor and Gaming 
and the NSW Police Force requested that a further 11 licensed 
premises be added to the complaint. On 14 March 2008, the 
Board imposed significant restrictions on 14 of the 15 premises:  
 

The most significant of these restrictions were, effective from 21 
March 2008: 

1. Imposition of a lockout from 1am for all 14 hotels, whereby 
patrons who were still on the premises could continue to drink 
alcohol but no patron would be allowed to enter after the lockout; 
and 

2. Bringing forward the closing time to 3am for the 11 premises that 
were previously licensed to trade until 5am, and to 2:30am for the 
three premises that had previously been licensed to trade until 
3am. 

Eleven of the licensees subsequently appealed to the Licensing 
Court and on 29 July 2008, an out-of-court agreement was 
reached to relax the lockout and closing times by 30 minutes... 
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The following additional restrictions were imposed on all 14 premises: 

3. Licensees were required to produce a Plan of Management within six 
weeks of the ruling; 

4. Licensees were to arrange for independent audits to be carried out on a 
quarterly basis to ensure compliance with this Plan of Management; 

5. Licensees were to ensure that a supervisor be on the premises from 11pm 
until closing with the sole purpose of monitoring responsible service of 
alcohol;  

6. From 10pm there was to be: no sale of shots, no sale of mixed drinks with 
more than 30mls of alcohol, no sale of ready mixed drinks stronger than five 
per cent alcohol by volume, no sale of more than four drinks to any patron at 
one time and for there to be free water stations on every bar;  

7. Licensees were to ensure patrons did not stockpile drinks;  

8. The sale of alcohol had to cease 30 minutes prior to closing time;  

9. Licensees were to notify all staff members of these restrictions within 14 
days;  

10. Each of the licensees was required to enter into an agreement to share a 
radio network to enable management and security of each hotel to 
communicate with one another.

3
 

 
Evaluations have been published on the restricted closing times for these 
premises (i.e. the requirement to close at 3.30am). A 2010 evaluation 
compared data on alcohol-related assaults in the CBD in the seven years 
prior to the restrictions with data for the first 18 months after the restrictions 
came into force.4 Data on assaults in the CBD was also compared with data 
in Hamilton (a suburb located about 4 km from the CBD). The study found:   
 

…there was a 34% reduction in assault incidence in the intervention area 
and a non-significant increase of 2% in the control area [Hamilton] in the 
same period.  The relative effect, i.e. the effect of the intervention adjusting 
for the assault incidence in Hamilton, is given by the ratio of incidence rate 
ratios in the two study sites, i.e. a 37% relative reduction which equates to 
33 assaults prevented per quarter… 
 
When the data were analysed separately by time of incident, effect estimates 
were markedly larger for assaults occurring between 3 am and 6am (67% 
relative reduction) than for those occurring between 10 pm and 2.59 am 
(26% relative reduction).  For the earlier period (6 pm to 9.59pm) there was a 
non-significant increase in assault incidence in the CBD and no change in 
Hamilton...

5
 

 

On the issue of whether assault incidence in the CBD after the 3am closing 
was shifted to Hamilton, the study reported:   
 

In the CBD before the intervention 27% of assaults occurred after 3am. This 
decreased to 12% after the intervention. In Hamilton, corresponding figures 
were 21% and 20%. Figure 3 illustrates this finding, suggesting that the 
intervention effect shown in Table 2 occurred via the anticipated mechanism 
of reducing the overall number of assaults in the CBD without causing 
displacement to nearby Hamilton after 3 am, or 3.30 am closing.

6
  

 
The article noted some reasons to be cautious about the results; e.g. the 
presence of an effect at earlier as well as later times.7 The study also 
suggested that further research was required to examine the effects of 

file://parl.nsw.gov.au/data/corp/Library/RESEARCH/ROTH,%20Lenny/2014/Liquor%20licensing%20reforms/2010
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lockouts, noting that “these are now used widely but there is little or no 
evidence concerning their effectiveness”.8  
 
In August 2010, in dealing with a disturbance complaint by a resident and 
the NSW Police Force, the Casino, Liquor and Gaming Control Authority 
(which replaced the Board) imposed 11 additional licence conditions on six 
licensed premises in Hamilton.9 The conditions included:  
 

 developing a plan of management for the premises;  

 employing an RSA monitor after 11pm on Friday and Saturday 
evenings; 

 restricted service of alcohol from 10pm on Friday and Saturday 
evenings;  

 a 1am lockout on Saturday and Sunday mornings; and 

 ceasing sale of alcohol 30 minutes prior to closure.10   
 
A 2014 evaluation sought to determine whether the changes seen in the 
first 18 months of the Newcastle CBD scheme were sustained in the 
following 3½ years; and also whether a lockout imposed on premises in 
Hamilton in 2010 was associated with a reduction in the incidence of 
assault.11  The key findings of the study were: 
 

In the CBD, assaults fell from 99 per quarter before the restriction to 71 per 
quarter in months 19-60 after the restriction was implemented. The 
difference is similar to that observed in months 1-18 post change. In the 
same periods in Hamilton, assault counts were 23, 24 and 22 per quarter, 
respectively, suggesting no effect of the lockout and other management 
strategies put in place there.

12
 

 
The study concluded:  
 

The lower incidence of assault in months 1-18 following the restrictions that 
came into effect in March 2008 persisted in months 19-60, that is for at least 
five years so far. Limitations of measurement, possible confounding by 
service delivery variables, and geographic and temporal displacement have 
previously been discussed at length and largely discounted as competing 
explanations for the observed changes… 
 
The analysis we present is not controlled by comparison with a site 
unaffected by the intervention as in our previous evaluation so there is less 
protection against economic and other large-scale drivers of drinking and 
socialising behaviour. The estimates for Hamilton do show, however, that 
there was a fairly stable assault trend in a nearby entertainment precinct, 
which works against such explanations for the changes observed.  
 
The imposition of a lockout and other outlet management elements in 
Hamilton, without a mandate of earlier closing, allows tentative conclusions 
to be drawn about the contribution of lockouts to the changes observed in 
the Newcastle CBD. Our findings show that there was little or no change in 
assaults after the imposition of restrictions in Hamilton, suggesting that the 
active ingredient in the Newcastle CBD intervention was probably the 
restriction of trading hours from 5am to 3/3.30am.  

 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dar.12123/abstract
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The three previous Australian studies along with the analysis reported here 
do not support the effectiveness of lockouts, and there remains a need for 
further evaluation of these commonly used interventions...

13
  

 

3. Freeze on 24-hour trading & violent venues restrictions (2008) 
 
On 30 October 2008, then Premier, Nathan Rees, announced “a package 
of new measures to crack down on anti-social drinking and alcohol-related 
violence”.14 One of these measures was a freeze on granting 24 hour liquor 
licences. Legislation was passed in November 2008, which inserted into the 
Liquor Act 2007 a special licence condition that applied to any licence (or 
extended trading authorisation) granted on or after 30 October 2008.15 It 
provided that liquor must not be sold on the licensed premises for a 
continuous period of 6 hours during each consecutive period of 24 hours. 
The 6 period was to be from 4am to 10am unless the Independent Liquor 
and Gaming Authority approved a different 6-hour closure period.  

Another measure was the introduction of special licence conditions on 48 
licensed premises which had the highest numbers of violent incidents 
reported to or detected by police in the period between July 2007 and June 
2008. Initially these conditions were introduced by regulation, which came 
into force on 1 December 2008, but shortly thereafter, the scheme was 
added as Schedule 4 in the Liquor Act.16 The special conditions were: 
 

1. A mandatory 2am lockout of patrons (except for registered clubs). 
2. No glass containers to be used after midnight. 
3. No shots and drink limit restrictions after midnight. 
4. Ten minute alcohol sales time out every hour after midnight or 

active distribution of water and/or food. 
5. Cessation of alcohol service 30 minutes prior to close. 

In October 2009, BOCSAR published a study on the impact of the scheme, 
which analysed data in the period up to June 2009. It concluded:   

The results do show a significant decline in the recorded incidence of 
assaults and glassing attacks on licensed premises. The decline in assaults, 
however, was not restricted to the 48 licensed premises on which restrictions 
were imposed. Nor did it coincide with the imposition of restrictions on the 
top 48 licensed premises. The decline in assaults on licensed premises 
appears to have started around March 2008 and was evident across all of 
the 100 premises listed on the BOCSAR website. There is no evidence that 
the decline in assaults on the top 48 licensed premises accelerated after the 
imposition of restrictions after midnight. There was no difference in the rate 
at which common and aggravated assault declined. There is no reason to 
believe that the fall in assaults on licensed premises came about because 
staff on licensed premises became less willing to report assaults to police.

17
 

The review then considered three possible reasons why the restrictions on 
the most violent premises did not exert any measurable effect:   

The first is that the restrictions themselves…were inherently incapable of 
producing a reduction in assaults.  

The second is that effects of the restrictions were ‘swamped’ by the 
combined effects of increased publicity surrounding the BOCSAR listing of 
the ‘top 100’ licensed premises and increased enforcement activity by OGLR 
and the NSW Police after March 2008...  

http://www.bocsar.nsw.gov.au/agdbasev7wr/bocsar/documents/pdf/bb40.pdf
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The third is that that the owners and managers of licensed premises 
anticipated or feared the imposition of restrictions and took precautionary 
measures that helped reduce the incidence of assault before the restrictions 
came into effect...  

It is impossible to determine which of these explanations is correct. It would 
seem likely, however, that some combination of adverse publicity and more 
vigorous liquor licensing enforcement played a key role in bringing down the 
incidence of assault on licensed premises…

18
 

In December 2009, the scheme was revised by creating two categories of 
premises: Level 1 (19 or more assaults in a year) and Level 2 (12 to 18 
assaults in a year).19  Level 1 premises were required to comply with all of 
the special licence conditions, including a new requirement that the 
licensee implement at least one additional security measure (such as 
providing security staff in or about the premises). Level 2 premises were 
required to comply with three of the special licence conditions: namely 
conditions (2), (4) and (5) listed above. The list of Level 1 and Level 2 
premises has been updated twice each year after new data has been 
released. Round 10 of the scheme commenced in December 2013.20  

4. Freeze on new licences in parts of City of Sydney (2009) 

On 25 June 2009, Premier Rees announced that the Government would 
introduce a 12 month freeze on the issuing of new liquor licences in three 
parts of the City of Sydney local government area: Kings Cross, the Oxford 
Street/Darlinghurst precinct, and parts of the southern CBD.21 Legislation 
giving effect to the licence freeze was passed in September 2009. 22 During 
the freeze period, the Authority was not to grant a new licence (or extended 
trading authorisation) if it was satisfied that to do so would be likely to result 
in an increase in the number of persons who enter the precinct principally 
to consume alcohol. Low risk venues including licensed restaurants, cafes, 
and cinemas were generally exempt from the freeze.  Laws passed in 2012 
also exempted “small venues” (up to 60 patrons) from the freeze.23 

The temporary freeze was extended a number of times over the years. In 
January 2013, the freeze was lifted in relation to parts of the southern CBD 
in order to trial the effectiveness of a new software program for assessing 
liquor licence applications, the Environment and Venue Assessment Tool 
(EVAT).24 The EVAT was developed by the Allen Consulting Group as part 
of research into the cumulative impact of licensed premises in NSW. It was 
to be trialled for new liquor licence applications in the City of Sydney and 
the City of Newcastle local government areas for a period of 12 months 
commencing in early 2013.25 The O’Farrell Government has extended the 
Oxford Street/Darlinghurst licence freeze until June 2015; and the Kings 
Cross licence freeze until December 2015.26  

5. Liquor Precinct Accords & controls on trading hours (2010) 

In March 2010, the Keneally Government released an action plan to reduce 
alcohol-related violence in some of the most popular entertainment districts 
in NSW.27 Legislation to implement measures in the plan was passed in 
June 2010.28 These included providing for the establishment of Precinct 
Liquor Accords in Central Sydney, Manly, Parramatta, Newcastle/Hamilton, 
and Wollongong; and creating a new process for regulating trading hours.  
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Under the new laws, the Director-General of Communities NSW was given 
the power to approve Precinct Liquor Accords in designated precincts. 
These accords are a set of measures to minimise or prevent alcohol-related 
violence or anti-social behaviour in the precinct; and to protect and support 
the good order or amenity of such a precinct. Licensed premises selling 
liquor after midnight are, on being notified in writing by the Director-
General, subject to a licence condition that they participate in the accord, 
including complying with it (the Director-General can also subject other 
licensed premises in the precinct to the accord). The NSW Office of Liquor 
and Gaming’s website provides links to the Precinct Liquor Accords.  
 
The legislation also gave the Director-General new powers to regulate 
trading hours. The Director-General can impose conditions on a licence 
prohibiting the sale of liquor after 11.00pm and before 10am, or restricting 
the trading hours of, and public access to, the licensed premises. The 
Minister noted that these powers “mirror the director general's existing 
powers under section 81 of the Act in relation to disturbance complaints”.29  
These new powers apply throughout NSW.   

6. The “three strikes” disciplinary scheme (2011) 

In October 2011, the O’Farrell Government introduced legislation providing 
for a “three strikes” disciplinary scheme for licensed premises.30 Under the 
scheme, strikes can be imposed in respect of a licence when a licensee or 
approved manager of licensed premises is convicted of one of a range of 
the more serious offences under the Liquor Act. Different disciplinary action 
can be taken depending upon how many strikes have been incurred.  The 
way in which strikes can be incurred is outlined below:  
 

 A first strike is automatically incurred if a prescribed offence is 
committed; 

 A second strike is incurred if a prescribed offence is committed;  one 
strike has already been incurred; and the Director-General decides 
that a second strike should be incurred because of the seriousness 
of any harm that may have resulted from, or been associated with, 
the commission of the offence; 

 A third strike is incurred if a prescribed offence is committed;  two 
strikes have been incurred; and the Liquor and Gaming Authority 
decides that a third strike should be incurred taking into account: (i) 
the seriousness of any harm that may have resulted from, or been 
associated with, the commission of the offence, and (ii)  any other 
matter that may be prescribed by the regulations 

 
If one strike is incurred, the Director-General can impose conditions on the 
licence relating to a range of specified matters (e.g. the use of plans of 
management and incident registers in respect of the premises). If two 
strikes are incurred, additional conditions are available, including the 
implementation of security measures on the premises and the prohibition of 
the sale of liquor after 11pm. If three strikes are incurred: conditions can be 
imposed on the licence; the licence can be suspended for 12 months or be 
cancelled; and the licensee can be disqualified. 31      
 

http://www.olgr.nsw.gov.au/accords_home.asp
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The NSW Office of Liquor and Gaming maintains a register of licences that 
have incurred strikes under the scheme. According to the register (as at 17 
March 2014), 80 licences had incurred 1 strike, 3 licences had incurred 2 
strikes, and one licence had incurred 3 strikes. The three strikes resulted in 
the cancellation of the licence (Box Karaoke Bar at Belmore).32  

7. Kings Cross Precinct restrictions (2012-13) 

On 15 August 2012, Premier O’Farrell announced that the Government 
intended to introduce a range of special licensing conditions on licensed 
premises in the Kings Cross Precinct to reduce alcohol-related violence.33 
In November 2012, legislation was passed which broadly defined the Kings 
Cross Precinct and prescribed conditions to which licensed premises 
situated in that precinct were subject.34 Some of the conditions applied to 
Friday and Saturday nights after midnight:   
 

 certain drinks prohibited: e.g. shots and any ready to drink beverage 
with an alcohol by volume content of more than 5%; 

 no more than 4 alcohol drinks or the contents of one bottle of wine 
may be sold to the same person at any one time; 

 two responsible service of alcohol (RSA) marshals must be on duty 
for Class 1 venues (one RSA marshal for Class 2 Venues); 

 if premises are authorised to trade after 2 am, the licensee must 
cease selling liquor on the premises one hour before it is required to 
cease trading (if premises are authorised to trade 24 hours, liquor 
must not be sold between 4 am and 5 am).  

Other conditions applied to every night of the week:  
 

 after midnight, glasses, glass bottles and glass jugs are prohibited;  

 after midnight, licensed venues must maintain a digital closed-circuit 
television [CCTV] system covering entries and exits, the footpath 
immediately adjacent to the venue and all publicly accessible areas; 

 an incident register must be maintained at all times;  

 venue managers must immediately notify police of any violence 
causing injury and preserve the crime scene;  

 licensees must not admit, and must remove, any person displaying 
the name or colours of a listed motorcycle gang; 

 licensees must promote late night transport options for patrons.  

In October 2013, legislation was passed to implement a second stage of 
the Government’s plan of management to reduce alcohol-related violence 
in Kings Cross.35 The legislation contained two major measures. The first 
provided for the issue of banning orders. Police were given the power, in 
certain circumstances, to issue a person with a temporary banning order, 
prohibiting the person from entering or remaining in licensed premises in 
the Kings Cross precinct for up to 48 hours. In addition, the Commissioner 
of Police could apply to the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority to 
issue a person with a long-term banning order, prohibiting the person from 
entering or remaining in a “high-risk” venue for up to 12 months. The 

http://www.olgr.nsw.gov.au/liquor_3_strikes_register.asp
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second, related measure was establishing a Kings Cross precinct ID 
scanner system and requiring “high risk” venues to scan a patron’s ID with 
a scanner linked to this system before admitting entry to the premises.   

8. Small bar licences (2013)  

The Liquor Act 2007 introduced a new licence category (the general bar 
hotel licence) for bars that do not operate gaming machines or sell 
takeaway alcohol. It was intended that this would “help to stimulate 
diversity, resulting in a greater variety of licensed venues, including small 
bars”.36 In March 2013, legislation created a new licence category for “small 
bars”, which is similar to the general bar hotel licence but is limited to 60 
patrons.37 Minister Souris explained:  

The Liquor Act currently requires small bars to operate under a general bar 
hotel licence. There were 89 of these licences as at 15 February 2013. Many 
of these general bar hotel licences apply to smaller venues that cater for 
fewer than 120 persons. Under the current arrangements limits on patron 
numbers are generally a matter for local councils and the planning process 
having regard to factors such as individual premises size, building code 
requirements and fire safety.  

Other than these factors there is nothing to prevent a general bar licence 
also being utilised for a nightclub or other type of licensed venue. The 
Government believes creating a specific new small bar licence category will 
provide clarity about what a small bar constitutes thereby helping to prevent 
the venue morphing that currently occurs...This smaller more intimate 
entertainment venue is associated with lower risks than large-scale venues. 
It will prompt investment in a different business model for licensed venues in 
New South Wales, encouraging more diversity in how liquor is sold and 
supplied and how licensed venues are operated.

38
 

The Minister said that this would help to reduce alcohol-related violence.  

9. Review of Liquor Act (2013) 

In November 2013, Michael Foggo presented to Minister Souris the report 
of the statutory five-year review of the Liquor Act 2007.39 It made over 90 
recommendations across a range of areas. Here the focus is on the 
review’s conclusions on restricting trading hours and imposing restrictions 
on licensed premises that engage in late-night trading.  

In response to submissions calling for the “Newcastle solution” to be trialled 
on a state-wide basis, the report stated (in part):  

The current multi-faceted regulatory approach with escalating responses in 
dealing with alcohol-related problems is supported by many of the 
submissions, and by the review. Provided this is enhanced with a better co-
ordinated regulatory system (as detailed elsewhere in this report) and 
alcohol-related crime and incidents continue to trend downwards, the review 
supports the current approach.

40
 

The report’s recommendations in this section included that “the current 
strategy of applying a targeted approach to reducing alcohol-related 
problems associated with licensed premises is supported and should 
continue”; and that “the adoption of a standard set of conditions to be 
applied to all existing late trading venues is not supported”.41  

http://www.olgr.nsw.gov.au/pdfs/Review_LA_GALAA_NOV2013.pdf
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10. Sydney CBD, Kings Cross and other restrictions (2014) 

On 21 January 2014, Premier O’Farrell announced a package of measures 
to tackle alcohol-related violence including liquor licensing restrictions, “one 
punch” fatal assault laws, mandatory minimum sentencing for these and 
other serious assaults, and community education.42 Parliament was 
recalled on 30 January to implement most of the legislative measures. The 
Liquor Amendment Act 2014 introduced the following:  
 

 Creation of the new Sydney CBD Entertainment Precinct;  

 1.30am lockouts enforced at hotels, registered clubs, nightclubs and 
karaoke bars across the Sydney CBD Entertainment and Kings Cross 
Precincts;  

 3am cease service of alcohol in those venues across the Sydney CBD 
Entertainment and Kings Cross Precincts;  

 Introduction of temporary banning orders for troublemakers in the Sydney 
CBD Entertainment Precinct;  

 A freeze on new liquor licences and approvals for existing licences across 
the new Sydney CBD Entertainment Precinct; and  

 A ban on takeaway alcohol sales after 10pm across NSW.
43

  

These provisions came into force on 24 February 2014. The legislation also 
provided for other conditions to be prescribed in regulations for premises 
situated in the Sydney CBD Entertainment Precinct. On 5 February 2014, 
Premier O’Farrell noted that:  

A Plan of Management is being developed for the Sydney CBD 
Entertainment Precinct which will impose additional special licence 
conditions on venues in the precinct from April. These measures could 
include a range of conditions such as bans on glass, drink restrictions and 
requirements for RSA marshals.

44
 

The 2014 Act also made provision for the regulations to introduce a 
periodic and risk-based licence fee scheme in NSW, as recommended by 
the 2013 review report.  The Premier explained that: 

These regulation-making powers will enable a range of risk factors to be 
taken into consideration in determining the fee for a particular licence venue, 
including its licence type, compliance history and trading hours. The fee 
regime will encourage and reward best practice by the operators of licensed 
venues. Licensees will be able to reduce their fees through adopting lower-
risk business models while ensuring compliance with liquor laws.

45
  

Regulations have not yet been made to introduce this licence fee scheme.  

11. Trends in alcohol-related assaults  

A 2013 BOCSAR paper reported that from January 2007 to the end of 
December 2012, the number of assault incidents (including domestic 
violence related assault) recorded by police as occurring at licensed 
premises in NSW fell from 1,620 to 1,236 (23.7 per cent).  

The paper examined whether this decrease could be attributed to a change 
in staff reporting behaviour.46 This was a potential issue because of the 
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introduction in 2009 of the scheme linking licensing restrictions to the 
number of recorded assaults at licensed venues.47 The paper concluded: 

The evidence presented here suggests that there was no significant upward 
or downward trend in the percentage of staff reporting assault incidents over 
the period examined. This was true for both assault incidents occurring at 
venues identified in the Top 100 and for assault incidents occurring at 
unranked premises. From the period that trading restrictions commenced 
(December 2008) both series also showed no clear trend. This suggests that 
the fall in assault rates at licensed premises over the period from mid 2008 

cannot be attributed to a change in staff reporting behaviour.48 

The latest figures on non-domestic alcohol-related assault in NSW are 
shown below. The figures show a significant downward trend over the five 
years from 2008-09 to 2012-13 for alcohol-related assaults in licensed 
premises and for such assaults outside licensed premises.  
 
Alcohol-related non-domestic assaults (NSW): Oct 2008 - Sept 2013

49 

The latest figures on non-domestic alcohol-related assault in Kings Cross 
are shown below. Separate figures are shown for the Kings Cross Local 
Area Command (LAC) and the Kings Cross Postcode 2011. The figures 
show a stable trend over the five years for alcohol-related assaults in 
licensed premises and a stable (Kings Cross LAC) or downward (Postcode 
2011) trend in such assaults outside licensed premises.  

Alcohol-related non-domestic assaults (Kings Cross): Oct 2008 - Sept 2013
50  

Year  Kings Cross LAC Postcode 2011 

 Licensed 
premises  

Not licensed 
premises 

Licensed 
premises  

Not licensed 
premises 

Oct 2008 – Sep 2009  174 326 167 266 

Oct 2009 – Sep 2010 167 393 160 314 

Oct 2010 – Sep 2011 157 343 142 279 

Oct 2011 – Sep 2012 183 329 174 273 

Oct 2012 – Sep 2013  152 298 142 231 

2yr trend  Downward Stable Downward Stable 

5yr trend and  
av. annual change  

Stable Stable Stable Downward 
(-3.5%) 

The latest published figures for other local government areas in NSW are 
on BOCSAR’s website, but only cover the period up to December 2012, 
and do not report separately on assaults in licensed premises and other 
assaults.51 The figures show that, over the period, there was a stable or 
downward five-year trend in all LGAs. In the Sydney LGA, there was a 
downward five-year trend and an average annual change of -5.0 per cent.  

Year  Licensed premises Not licensed premises  

Oct 2008 – Sep 2009  5,350 13,214 

Oct 2009 – Sep 2010 4,921 12,504 

Oct 2010 – Sep 2011 4,585 11,235 

Oct 2011 – Sep 2012 4,118 10,151 

Oct 2012 – Sep 2013  3,929 9,435 

2yr trend  Stable Downward 

5yr trend and  
av. annual change  

Downward  
(-7.4%) 

Downward 
(-8.1%) 

http://www.bocsar.nsw.gov.au/agdbasev7wr/bocsar/documents/xls/alcohol_related_crime.xls
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12. Conclusion   

Since 2008, Labor and Coalition Governments have responded to 
community concerns about alcohol-related violence with a range of 
measures including liquor licensing restrictions. Some of these licensing 
restrictions are particular to areas such as Newcastle, Kings Cross, and the 
Sydney CBD, other restrictions apply to venues in NSW with high numbers 
and assaults, and others apply more broadly across NSW.   

There is not much evidence about the effectiveness of the restrictions 
imposed in NSW, except for the earlier closing times in the Newcastle CBD, 
which have been shown to be effective there. Nevertheless, the period of 
reform has coincided with a decline in alcohol-related assaults in licensed 
premises in NSW. The 2013 review of the Liquor Act commented:  

…there is little research to identify the exact causal factors which have 
contributed to this decline. Questions remain as to which initiatives are the 
most effective, what other factors may have influenced outcomes, and what 
the relative impact is of different strategies and in different communities. 

Further research, including a focus on specific precinct experiences relative 
to similar circumstances elsewhere (both within NSW and in other 
jurisdictions), would help to provide greater clarity to stakeholders and 
regulators on the most effective strategies to reduce alcohol-related harms 
and achieve the benefits of a responsible and vibrant hospitality industry...

52
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